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DIARY
7 September 2000
At the Millennium Summit in New
York, United Nations secretary
general  Kofi Annan challenges
world leaders to protect their
people from misery and develop
an agenda to eradicate poverty,
wipe out disease and forge
peace.
AMP Banking is shedding 150
staff as it moves its NZ offices to
Sydney.

8 September 2000
The Child Youth and Families
Service reports that 3,123
reported child abuse cases are
waiting to be allocated to social
workers, although advocacy
group Parentline contends that
the number of unattended cases
is much higher than this.
Parentline’s Maxine Hodgson
says that just because cases are
allocated does not mean the
social worker has time to see the
child. Hodgson says that children
in Auckland reported to be in
danger of being abused have
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· The government has announced further details of its plans for research
into the future of work. Speaking to the Future Incomes conference in
Palmerston North last month, Employment and Social Services Minister
Steve Maharey announced the “Workforce 2010” project which will
identify the challenges New Zealanders will face in the 21st century
labour market, and indicate issues for government action.

The research will be funded by the $2.09 million (over four years)
provided for in the Budget, and will be undertaken by Department of
Labour’s Labour Market Policy Group (LMPG). Officials are due to
report on their proposed work plan by the end of this month.

The issues being investigated will include creating “family friendly”
 expansion of equal employment opportunities throughout
e; introducing shorter working hours (including four day
ob sharing;  teleworking; new shift arrangements;  week on
tracts; voluntary shorter working weeks;  career breaks and
 time banking; employee ownership and co-operatives.

ramatic change has occurred in the New Zealand labour
 the past twenty years and all predictions point to this
. New Zealand is a latecomer to the investigation of future
. Most other industrialised nations have been looking at the
osed by the new labour market and demographic changes
e.

mportant that we gain a clear understanding of issues such
g our population and the increased use and availability of
logy. The challenge will be to use this work to develop
loyment policy which responds to the challenges of modern

d society.”

e Incomes conference, a number of the presenters spoke of
 take more seriously the possibility of a Universal Basic
I). Some speakers called for more research and policy work
cept in order to make real progress towards this goal.
convener Ian Ritchie called for a “national incomes

ch set clear goals for our national progress towards a more
read of income.

til a few years ago the incomes policy was to ensure the
ily had enough to live on. That policy has been replaced by
lised approach that is aimed at ensuring the top few get

richer and the rest get further and further behind. I don’t consider the
current policy will produce a viable, sustainable society, and it needs
to be changed ...

“The government’s goal of “social cohesion” has been replaced by “social
participation”, with participation meaning “in the labour market”. That
simple shift is a profoundly degraded one. It needs to be reassessed.”
ter — Essential Information and Media Watch on Jobs, Employment, Unemployment,
Work, and related Education and Economic issues. It is published every 2-3 weeks,
 website at www.jobsletter.org.nz. We will email you if you want to be notified of the latest issue,
 (in PDF format). Paper, posted subscriptions are available at $79 (incl GST, per annum).

http://www.jobsletter.org.nz
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11 September 2000
Queenstown employers are
having difficulty filling job
vacancies. Service industry jobs
are plentiful in the town, although
accommodation for workers is
scarce.
The World Economic Forum
meets in Melbourne. The WEF is
comprised of representatives of
the world’s largest corporations
with invited guests from govern-
ments, academia and the media.
Several hundred part-time
workers will lose their jobs in
Ashburton as Canterbury Quality
Foods shifts its squash process-
ing operation to the North Island.

12 September 2000
The Mayors Taskforce for Jobs
signs up a Memorandum of
Understanding with Government
Ministers at the Beehive.  See
story in this issue.
The Alliance Party says it will
vote against its coalition partner’s
legislation for closer economic
partnership with Singapore.
Leader Jim Anderton says that
any free trade agreement his
party supports must include the
protection of the environment and
of workers’ rights.
At the World Economic Forum,
NZ Green MPs Sue Bradford and
Nandor Tanczos are part of a
group of 100 protestors who were
trampled by police during a
protest sit-in.

13 September 2000
The World Economic Forum ranks
NZ’s fiscal status against the rest
of the world. NZ is now consid-
ered a “middle income” country
along with Ireland, Spain, Mexico,
Korea and Venezuela according
to WEF. Of the 59 countries
surveyed by the WEF, NZ ranks
24th in measure of wealth, it is

DIARY
 er’s presentation to the Future Incomes conference con-
espite a period of dramatic job loss from the mid 1980s to
s, these losses did not continue through the latter part
 Callister suggests that, contrary to reports in the popular
ng-term employment data does not support the view that
 New Zealand is continuing to “disappear”.

t, however, that New Zealand society is showing signs of
ation and diversity of experience” in labour markets, and
been occurring at the same time as income has become less
uted across society.

 one end of the spectrum, there is an emerging small group
king aged people with high levels of education, who have
and relatively secure, full-time jobs, and who generally live
hoods of “choice”. At the other end of the spectrum, there
roup of poorly educated people who tend to be excluded
ur market and often live in neighbourhoods of “fate”.”

 points from Paul Callister’s paper:

ng-term, there has been a decline in male employment
ease in female employment. The loss of full-time jobs
mid 1980s and early 1990s was particularly dramatic for
g-aged men.

re still remains an employment “gap” between men and
icularly in terms of full-time work, in the decade 1986 to
l educational qualifications became a more powerful
 person’s employment status.

ly 1990s, prime working-aged men and women without a
ational qualification faced major disadvantages in the
et.

hat is available does not support the idea that there has
read shift away from skilled jobs to low skilled “McJobs”.

lem, in fact, is a shortage of low skilled (but relatively well

lso some evidence that work is becoming less evenly
n a geographic area basis. Census data show that in the

 were extremes of work-rich and work-poor residential
ition, using various measures, the proportion of work-poor
ed between 1986 and 1996.

 of Social Policy has released a research paper, by Labour
senior researcher Simon Chapple, which questions com-
views on Maori disadvantage.  Over the past two weeks,

the paper has stirred up the national debate on the government’s
“Closing the Gaps” strategy.

Chapple is critical of the view that gaps between Maori and pakeha are
widening ... and he points to a range of statistics which show that levels
of disparity are stable or are falling.
Chapple: “A frequently articulated belief is that over the last decade the
relative social and economic position of Maori has worsened ... This
belief is a misconception. Take three indicators of socio-economic
outcomes that most of us would consider to be key: employment rates,
median incomes and education levels. By all these indicators, gaps
closed over the 1990s.”
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the 16th most competitive, 34th in
corporate research and develop-
ment spending, and 20th for
future growth prospects.

14 September 2000
Addressing a conference of
voluntary agencies, Social
Services Minister Steve Maharey
says social welfare benefits will
not be increased this parliamen-
tary term. Maharey says that
some beneficiaries got rises when
the government scrapped market
rents for state houses.
Green MP Sue Bradford says that
only Aucklanders in state houses
have benefited from the new
housing policy. Bradford says the
real problem is that benefits are
set too low.

17 September 2000
The number of people claiming an
unemployment benefit in Britain is
at a 20-year low, at 1,051,300.

18 September 2000
A $25m upgrade of the Glenbrook
steel mill north of Auckland
ensures it will keep operating for
another ten years. The announce-
ment is widely welcomed as the
Australian parent company had
been reconsidering its commit-
ment to having a mill in NZ.
NZ social workers are being
recruited to work in London where
one South London council is
trying to hire 25 social workers.
The workers can earn about twice
as much as they can in NZ but
social workers who have gone to
Britain say the big money does
not go far, given the cost of living.
Statistics NZ’s current account
figures shows that the country’s
trading deficit dropped from 8.2%
to 7.1% of GDP this last quarter.
However, the trade deficit is still
high by international standards
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ys that using household labour force data that contrasts
ha employment rates is the best single measure of labour
arity. These figures show that employment rate disparity
e early 1990s at over 14% and since then has fallen to the
 of 6%.

ys that, contrary to popular rhetoric, Maori people do not
mon experience of socio-economic disadvantage.

 “Overall, much of the gap between Maori and non-Maori
 over-representation amongst poorer socio-economic classes.
presentation is itself a function of relatively recent Maori
n at a time when relative prices created strong incentives to
w skilled occupations and not acquire education.

, there is strong evidence that Maori with higher levels of
ducation perform little differently from their non-Maori
s, while low-skilled and educated Maori perform much
low skilled and educated non-Maori. These findings directly
 problem of disparity may be sub-cultural, not ethno-

also critical of government policies and funding that is
 going to Maori people and Maori providers ... instead of
ed to all people in need, regardless of ethnicity.
ks of capture of resources by
dy have jobs, skills, high
d prospects. The government

n Gaps funding being captured
ve more of an interest in
itigation.”
y, Minister of Social Services
ent

port shows that the Gaps are
ning. It shows that where you

ender, education and skills
 you are doing — not race.
 huge ripples in the civil
bly, Te Puni Kokiri has

produced a report denying it. The grievance
industry is in a complete tizz. They can’t fault
Chapple’s research and their lucrative incomes
are at risk.”
— Richard Prebble, ACT Party leader

“ Nobody is denying that there are
unacceptable health, education and economic
outcomes for too many in lower-income
groups. But the government continues to
present its solution as the “Closing the Gaps”
strategy ...
“ Could it be that the traditional Maori marae-

G THE GAPS
based model, with its denial of private property
rights and promotion of lineage over
meritocracy is just incompatible with the
achievement of economic and social outcomes
that mainstream Western capitalist
democracies achieve?”
— Gareth Morgan, economist and chief

executive of Infometrics

“ Mr Chapple’s paper is one of those rare
instances of a single, well-researched
document fundamentally altering government
thinking. Conceptually and politically flawed,
the Closing the Gaps policy was doomed from
day one, and Mr Maharey’s foolish attempts to
rewrite history will not save it.”
— Chris Trotter, political commentator.

“ Mr Chapple’s paper is the sort of advice to
Ministers that one lives in hope for. Free, frank
and fearless.
“ Slogans may be easy to hide behind but
there’s no substitute for hard analysis. Without
it, we could cause ourselves as a nation much
unnecessary heartbreak by trying to solve the
wrong problems and creating new divisions
where there are plenty of real ones crying out
for attention...”
— Simon Upton, Upton-on-line

OICES
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and is considered by analysts to
be a contributing factor to the
20% devaluation of the NZ dollar
against the US dollar this year.

19 September 2000
The boating, building and
construction, dairying, electrical
engineering, hospitality and
printing and communications
industries will all offer positions
on the Modern Apprenticeship
Scheme from January.
The prospect of fee-free
education at the Southern
Institute of Technology in
Invercargill comes one step closer
as the Community Trust of
Southland contributes $3m to the
project. The polytechnic still
needs to raise a further $4.7m in
community contributions.
Winz is working with orchardists
to prepare ‘employment pack-
ages’ in Central Otago for
seasonal workers. Winz John
Allen says the intention is to
make orchard work accessible
and continuous for ten months of
the year.
The Central Otago District Council
and Winz are also considering
supporting a workers bus from
Alexandra to Queenstown to
provide workers for job rich
Queenstown. A similar scheme is
already running a workers bus
from Lumsden to Queenstown.
Wellington woman Glenys Lowery
has advertised a $500 reward for
information leading to a suitable
job for herself. The ex-senior
manager says her phone has
been running red hot with people
in the same situation.
The former Soviet Block of
nations are mired in unprec-
edented poverty since the
collapse of communism there. In
1998, 21% of citizens were living
on less than $2US/day, compared
to only 2% a decade before.

21 September 2000
Dairy farm workers are in short
supply. Recruitment agencies are
bringing in foreign workers to try
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red by the considerable number of Maori who already have
 high incomes and good prospects...”
cio-economic disparity” by Simon Chapple, Senior Research
our Market Policy Group, paper for the Ministry of Social Policy
September 2000. Available on the internet at
mosp.govt.nz/comms/files/seminars/simonchapple.pdf

lations Office has released its report into the shooting by
in Waitara of 23-year old Maori man Steven Wallace. The
nerated a national debate on whether or not the shooting
of racism by the Police, and it also galvanised the Waitara
ki communities to re-examine the historical and present-
nships between Maori and Pakeha.
e Relations report does not just report on racial tension in
nd recommend what to do about it. The report also portrays
a case-study of the effects of growing unemployment and
 on a small town in the late 1990s. In some ways this
s as a snapshot of many similar communities throughout
d at this time.

elations Conciliator, Dr Rajen Prasad, says that when
g the tragedy of Steven Wallace’s death, many of the people
to him went beyond this incident to also recall the impact
 history and the recent destruction of Waitara’s economic

: Waitara has a population of about 6000 people. It is
hat between 1985 and 1998, 1300 jobs were lost from
lant closures. In total, more than 2000 jobs were lost in a
iod.  49% of Waitara’s labour force is now unemployed.
f Waitara’s citizens are Maori, 45% of the local unemployed

Waitara has the lowest average household income of any
e New Plymouth District. At present, some $600,000 a week
ed, by way of various social welfare benefits, to people in
mmunity wage, domestic purposes, invalids and youth
ount for almost half of this sum.

People lamented the losses of the past and recalled the glory
Waitara had a vibrant economy and strong social institu-
 a long period of economic decline has had the effect of
g the usual infrastructure a community develops as part of
ganisation. For Waitara, we are told, its well understood
as essentially destroyed with the closure of the freezing
he car assembly plant. The effects on formal and informal

authority structures, access to a steady income and a changing social
order has had the effect of altering long-established authority struc-
tures. This effect, in turn has eroded the standing and mana of many
people, with little to replace it.”

• Dr Prasad reports that a number of leaders he spoke to in Waitara were
not convinced that sufficient attention has been given to the long-term
development of the town’s economy over the past 15 years. The leaders
could not see how the economic development of Taranaki would benefit
Waitara in general and Maori development in particular. And they

http://www.mosp.govt.nz/comms/files/seminars/simonchapple.pdf
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to fill dairying jobs and they are
still not meeting the demand.
Taratahi Agricutural Training
Centre’s CEO says that last year
there were six jobs for each of
his institution’s sheep and beef
graduates.

24 September 2000
Despite promises by the world’s
wealthiest nations, there has
been no debt relief for the
world’s most indebted and
impoverished nations. Aid
agency Oxfam says that even if
the current programme, which
only proposes partial debt relief,
is implemented, six African
countries would still be spending
more on interest payments than
they spend on health or
education.

25 September 2000
The Mayors Taskforce for Jobs
signs up a Memorandum of
Partnership with the Jobs
Research Trust, publishers of
The Jobs Letter. In the Memo-
randum, the Mayors describe
The Jobs Letter as “...an
important community-owned tool
for helping people become wiser
and more effective in acting on
the challenge of jobs and
livelihood in our communities.”
The financial support from the
Taskforce is enabling The Jobs
Letter to become freely available
through the Jobs Research
Website.
Senior Labour Department
analyst Simon Chapple releases
a paper that rebukes many of the
basic premises of the govern-
ment’s Closing the Gaps
policies. See story in this issue.

26 September 2000
The number of people being
trained as secondary school
teachers must be stepped up if
our schools are to keep up with
increasing student enrollments,
according to the Post Primary
Teachers Association. PPTA’s
Graeme Macann says there is a
recruitment crisis with 3,000
further teachers needed during
the next eight years. Macann
says that too few people are
entering the profession and
many new teachers leave soon
after becoming qualified.
Canada calls for an immediate
halt to debt repayment by the
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stration at not being consulted or sufficiently involved in
 social planning for the town and the region.

hat was instructive and thought-provoking was the depth
pressed about the institutions that serve Waitara. Many
hat those in positions of power and decision-making were
 to Waitara, leading them to conclude that it was a forgotten
ople...”

: The New Zealand Herald last weekend began a major new
Jobs Challenge” which examines New Zealand’s response
n within the global economy. The series is the result of two
earch by senior writers Simon Collins and Mathew
and aims to look at how we can generate enough jobs for
ers who want them and “...a standard of living which keeps

nd people here”.  Over the next four weeks, the newspaper
mine policies that have been tried in the past, or are being
s, to generate high-paying work and reverse our long-term

ine.

 “Jobs Challenge” page at http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/
 for links to the New Zealand Herald Online articles in this

w Zealand became a legal entity on 6 October 2000, a week
 Board members were announced. The board members are:
, of Smiths City Group; Shane Jones, Poutama Trust and
aitangi Fisheries Commission; Don Riesterer, Mayor of
get Wickham, of the Great New Zealand Business Venture;
ons, of Immuno-Chemical Products and FoRST; Gregory

XA Corporate Superannuation Services; David Maloney, of
oup and the Manufacturers Federation; and Rex Jones,

former secretary of the Engineering, Printing and Manufacturing Union.

Economic development Minister Jim Anderton describes the members
of the Board as leaders with a very strong background in linking
lobal. For the first time in
ople now see their future not
itizens of any country or
man beings who will choose
he basis of their own
and environmental values. In
, restrictions on trade and
ts have come down almost
aper air travel, telephones
ave made people more
s a remote, island region,
ays has lost many of its
ties overseas. Globalisation
re to lose more.
r young people, we will
re as well prepared as
lobal world. Some will

BS CHALLENGE choose to live in New Zealand. They – we –
may be drawn here, or drawn back, by family
and cultural ties, other social factors such as a
caring and tolerant society, a good education
system, a relatively unspoilt environment,
space and the weather, as well as reasonable
living standards. So the economic challenge for
those who choose to live here is not
necessarily to earn as much as people in New
York or Silicon Valley, but to create businesses
and social organisations that generate
whatever living standards we seek for everyone
who wants to work here. How we can lift our
standards, and share them with everyone who
lives here, is the challenge this series will
address.”
— from “The Jobs Challenge” feature series,

New Zealand Herald 7 Oct 2000

OICE

http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/nzh2000.htm
http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/nzh2000.htm
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worlds most Heavily Indebted
Poor Countries. Of the 24 HIPCs
targeted for debt relief, only 10
have received limited assistance.
Karen Joyner of Christian Aid
says the HIPC programme needs
to be reassessed. Joyner: “The
existing programme, provides too
little debt relief to too few
countries too slowly.”

27 September 2000
“Social Inequities in Health, New
Zealand 1999”, a report prepared
for the Ministry of Health, details
how poverty affects people’s
health. The report says that, when
compared with the middle class,
the poorest NZ’ers die 15 years
earlier, tend to be fat, have
detrimental drinking and smoking
habits, and are more like to be
asthmatic and diabetic. The
document recommends redistrib-
uting wealth as the single most
effective way to improve the well
being of New Zealanders.
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d regional development. The Board members are appointed
 up to three years, and Craig Boyce has agreed to act as chair
anent chair takes up the position early next year.

of deprivation in New Zealand has been produced by David
d which aims to “raise the awareness of the impact of socio-
eprivation on local communities”. The atlas is based on
 from the 1996 census and provides a visual picture of all
oods and communities throughout New Zealand.

 the Atlas is based on a measure developed by the Health
search Centre and includes not only income levels, but also
s such as employment status, qualification levels, home
living space in each household, and access to telephones
rt.

 the Atlas, the NZ Christian Council of Social Services says
ides a useful tool to work alongside local experience and
ZCCSS: “It changes the focus from simple, individual

o deprivation to trying to find local area solutions. It enables
e providers to immediately see areas of highest need and to
e need to target their services to these areas...”
of deprivation in New Zealand — an atlas of socio-economic

39.95 available from the publishers David Bateman Ltd, P.O.Box
rth Shore Mail centre Auckland 1330 Fax 09-415-8892
CONFERENCE PAPERS

LINKS

The Future Incomes Conference papers will be available, later this month, at:
http://www.geocities.com/ubinz/IR/

These papers include —
David Tolich, Public Policy Consultant, “What are the issues?”
Paul Callister, Economic and Social Researcher, “Changes in the Distribution of Work and Income in New Zealand”
Srikanta Chatterjee, Massey University, “Income Inequality in Colour: Ethnicity and Income Shares in New Zealand”
Peter Conway, NZCTU Economist, “Wages and Low Incomes — what are the trends?”
Celia Briar, Massey University, “Women and the Future of Work and Income”
Angela Baker, Career Services Rapuara, “What do we tell our kids — the career question?”
Ian Ritchie, Palmerston North Poverty Action Group, “Investing in Our Own Communities”

The Ministry of Social Policy / Economist Conference papers can be found at:
http://www.msp.govt.nz/comms/publications.htm

These papers include  —
Simon Chapple, Department of Labour, “Maori Socio-economic Disparities” — A consideration of the analytical and
empirical issues arising from policy debates on Maori socio-economic disparities.
Dave Mare, Department of Labour,  and Dean Hyslop, Department of Economics UCLA, “Understanding Changes in the
Distribution of Income” — An analysis of changes in distribution of gross household income and income inequality over the
period 1983-1998.
Bob Stevens, Victoria University, “Poverty and Employment” — A comparison of policy and outcomes for single mothers
between the United States and NZ.
Justin Coutts, Treasury, “Tax Credits and Work Incentives for Low-income Families” — Why we need work incentives
and why use tax credits to create them.

http://www.geocities.com/ubinz/IR/
http://www.msp.govt.nz/comms/publications.htm
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28 September 2000
A survey of Northland employers
earlier this year indicates
optimism in the north. The
Auckland University of Technol-
ogy survey revealed 500 existing
vacancies and nearly 2,000 new
jobs were expected to be created
in Northland over the next two
years.

29 September 2000
Telstra Saturn plans to lay a new
cable network in Auckland and
some other parts of NZ. Company
spokesman Quentin Bright says
300 people will have work
installing cables in the Auckland
area in November.

4 October 2000
The latest figures from Winz show
that the number of long-term
unemployed has increased by
over 20% since the last election.

5 October 2000
Young professional Richard Poole
places a full-page ad entitled “A
Generation Lost?” in the NZ
Herald stating his concern about
the country’s economic direction.
The ad was signed by nearly 700
other young people. Poole says
he was motivated by the current
“brain drain” of skilled young
people. He also says the ad is not
politically motivated.
Senior Alliance Party adviser
Tony Simpson sends Richard
Poole an email calling him a
halfwit.
h, the leaders of the Mayors Taskforce for Jobs signed up to
andum of Understanding” with government ministers at the
he Memorandum is an agreement that central and local

nt will work in partnership on their shared employment
s. Economic Development Minister Jim Anderton and Social
inister Steve Maharey will meet with the Taskforce every three
 review progress.

orandum, central government agrees to ensure that “barriers
ed where possible” so that appropriate, innovative and flexible
can be made at the local level. Also, the Mayors and central
nt agree to work together to promote new solutions to unem-
“…which reflect the changing nature of work in our country”.

s have agreed to work with central government in assembling
 of programmes to assist community development initia-
 to develop and support community entrepreneurs. This
 likely to include support for:

g the capacity of local people and community development

ing advice or expertise to assist in regional/community
lanning initiatives

king government expenditure in the regions to improve

 for specific community/regional development initiatives.

rs will also participate in the development of regional/local
ups, which will develop clearly articulated long term strate-
rk on “whole of government” solutions in their areas. The
ill promote close co-operation between the Ministry of Eco-
elopment and local economic and employment development
ons to minimise duplication and build on successful struc-

 core-group who were present at the sign-up included Garry Moore
rch), Claire Stewart (New Plymouth), Jenny Brash (Porirua), John
urunui), Basil Morrison (Hauraki), Jill White (Palmerston North)

and Don Riesterer (Opotiki).

Government Ministers who were present at the sign-up included Jim Anderton
(deputy PM, Minister of Economic Development, Minister for Industry and
Regional Development), Steve Maharey (Minister of Social Services and
Employment), Sandra Lee (Minister of Local Government) and Parekura
Horomia (Minister of Maori Affairs).

More information on the Beehive meeting and details of the Memorandum of
Understanding can be found at the Mayors Taskforce website at
http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/mtfjobs.htm

• At the time of signing the Memorandum, 21 Mayors from around the
country were represented on the Taskforce, representing over a
million New Zealanders. Each local council is paying a levy of 5c per
ratepayer (up to a maximum of $5,000) in order to join the action group.
The government (through the Ministry of Economic Development) has
also contributed $80,000.

Notable by their absence at this stage: any Auckland Mayors. Only
George Wood from the North Shore has attended a Taskforce meeting so
far ... and other Auckland Mayors have told local media that, while not

http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/mtfjobs.htm
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6 October 2000
Richard Poole admits that he
had met with Business
Roundtable CEO Roger Kerr and
that the Business Roundtable
had paid the upfront cost of his
full-page advertisement. Poole
says he has repaid the Business
Roundtable with contributions he
has received from signatories.

8 October 2000
Massey University student Juliet
McVeigh, whose name appeared
in the “Generation Lost?”brain
drain advertisement, says she
did not give permission for her
name to appear on the ad.
The Sunday Star Times
comments on the brain drain
advertisement noting that
migration is lower this year than
last. It also says that a growing
percentage of those leaving the
country are unskilled and that
most of our migrants go to
Australia where the tax rate is
higher than in NZ.

9 October 2000
The ANZ job ad survey shows
newspaper job ads increasing
1% over last month while
internet job ads increased 12%.
The number of job ads is 5.4%
lower than at this time last year.
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The Jobs Letter — P.O.Bo
e most concerned about are the
nds on work and income in our
. The parties to this Memorandum
ere is no continuing justification for
 New Zealanders’ through
nt.  There needs to be a concerted
fort at both local and central
level about the future of work and
d the creation of more opportunities
en’s children.
 the future will certainly still come
siness opportunities.  However,
yment will also be driven by our
ices to value the new work that

done and ensure Maori and Pacific
 also have access to these new
nities.  This will require a shift in
t what we value and the parties

mportant governance role in
leading these choices on behalf of our
communities.”
—  from the “Memorandum of Understanding”

between the Government and the Mayors
Taskforce for Jobs.

“ The Government and the Mayors Taskforce
for Jobs recently recorded shared principles and
commitments in a Memorandum of
Understanding. The Memorandum sets out the
goals of central government, and of the Mayors
Taskforce. It states that the Mayors Taskforce
is committed to two goals:

Goal one: By 2005, no young person under
25 years will be out of work or training in our
communities, and
Goal two: By 2009, all people in our
communities will have the opportunity to be
in work or training

 MAYORS GOALS “ Now one response to goals of this kind — the
risk averse response — would have it that, for
central and local government, these goals are
heroic, but irresponsible — there are too many
variables that can’t be controlled, the influence
of exogenous factors unknown etc. This
response would have it that any progress
towards meeting these goals, however
significant, would constitute a failure if the goal
had not been fully realised.
“ This response would have it that it would be
somehow dishonest to invite the community to
participate in a project of this kind if there was
any risk of the goal not being achieved. It might
also have it that setting a goal that is not
credible risks alienating those that you are
seeking to work in partnership with.
“ I disagree. I think that these are good goals.
“ Let me use a sporting analogy. There is
nothing wrong with a team of rugby players or
netballers going out in search of playing the
perfect game. I don’t know of any player of note
that has come off the field or the court claiming
to have played the perfect game. I’m not
suggesting that we debase politics and public
policy to the point where everything is couched
in sports marketing terms, but I am suggesting
that there is nothing wrong in setting the sights
high. There is nothing wrong with building in
some stretch. There is most certainly nothing
wrong with seeking to advance a goal or a
mission that has the power to excite, and
indeed the power to empower.

— Steve Maharey, Minister of Employment,
from “Acknowledging the centrality of
employment”, address to the National
Conference of the Community Employment
Group, Ellerslie Convention Centre,
Auckland, 13 September 2000

VOICES
t some involvement with the Taskforce, they are preferring for
oncentrate on jobs and business development initiatives on
 turf.

 convener, Christchurch Mayor Garry Moore, says he is confident
and counterparts will join in once they see the first fruits of the new
etween central and local government leaders.  Moore: “Auckland has
en a bit slow joining these sorts of things. I know it’s hard for people
r head around what we are doing, but I’m sure sanity will prevail...”
5  Produced by the Jobs Research Trust, a not-for-profit charitable trust constituted in 1994.
ion that will help our communities create more jobs and reduce unemployment and poverty in New Zealand.
 Research Trust is funded by sustaining grants and donations. Yes, you can help.
x 428, New Plymouth, New Zealand  phone 06-753-4434  fax 06-753-4430  email editor@jobsletter.org.nz
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